Examples are given for rational function fields that do not satisfy the strong Hasse principle for quadratic forms.
Proof.
One sees readily that when dim </>=2, then </>^(l, -1). And when dim <j>=3, then <f>^(l, -1)J_(-det </>).
(ii) If <p is a quaternary form over F with det </>= 1, and WHP holds for 4-dimensionalforms w.r.t. S, then <f> satisfies SHP w.r.t. S. More generally, if for every quadratic extension K\F we assume WHP holds for 4-dimensional forms over K w.r.t. T where T denotes the set of all valuations on K which extend from S on F, then every quaternary form over F satisfies SUP w.r.t. S.
If </> is quaternary and det <f>= 1, then <£^a(l, 6)®(1, c). Since it is locally isotropic, we must have then oi^(l, 1, -1, -1). In the other cases, one considers the quadratic extension K=F((det <f>)1/2).
(iii) SHP is satisfied by the pair (F, S) where (a) F is a global field (i.e. an algebraic number field or a function field in one variable over a Galois field) and 5 the set of all spots on F (see [OM] ), (b) F= Realst) and S either the set of all spots or else the set of all "finite" spots on F that are trivial on the constants (see [K] ).
(iv) Theorem of Harder-Milnor.
For any rational function field F=k(X), Char(k)?^2, and S the set of all spots that are trivial on k, the pair (F, S) satisfies WHP. See ( [Kn] , [M] ). uses results from global class field theory (at least for quadratic extensions) to handle the cases of dimension ^ 3, and then the higher dimensional cases follow from simple arithmetical and algebraic manipulations. We shall see below that there are rational function fields that do not satisfy SHP. Since they always satisfy WHP (whose proof requires no class field theoretic machinery) the comment made in (i) above is somewhat interesting. It is also worth mentioning here that whenever (F, S) satisfies WHP, a result like the so-called "Global Square Theorem" (see [OM] ) in a milder version is valid. Milder here means in the context that an element of F must be, of necessity, a square at every p e S as opposed to merely at almost, all peS.
(vi) Theorem of Cassels-Ellison-Pfister.
Let k = Rea.ls(X). Then, the rational function field F=k{ Y) does not satisfy SHP.
Proof. (See [CEP] .) The Motzkin polynomial f(X, Y) = 1 + X2(X2 -3)Y2 + X2Y* is locally a sum of three squares but not globally (although it is a sum of four squares). Remark. The full proof of the theorem is quite nontrivial and uses the theory of elliptic curves. We shall, however, give examples below that require the more routine knowledge of quadratic form theory. We mention also here that WHP already fails for quadratic extensions of rational function fields. Indeed, if WHP were valid for every quadratic extension K of F=R(X, Y), then it follows from (ii) that the quaternary form (¿ = (1,1,1, -f(X> Y) )-f(X, y)the Motzkin polynomial-satisfies SHP, contradicting (vi).
(vii) Example. Let k be a formally real algebraic number field. The reduced height m(k) of k (see [HJ] ) is the least positive integer such that every totally positive element in k is a sum of already m(k) number of squares in k. In [HJ] we showed that m(k) = 3 or 4. It is 4 if and only if there is a dyadic prime q (i.e. q|2) on k such that the local degree [rcq: Q2] is odd (e.g., when k has [k:Q] an odd integer). Now, consider the case where m(k)=3 (e.g., k=Q(^Jd), d>Q and square-free and ^1 (mod 8)).
Choose an element b e k such that b is a sum of exactly (i.e. no fewer than) 3 squares in k. By a well-known result of Cassels, the polynomial g(X) = X2+b cannot be represented as a sum of 3 squares in k(X). Yet, by the local characterization of A: with m(k) = 3, g(X) is a sum of 3 squares everywhere locally. Hence, SHP is not satisfied by F=k(X). By a similar argument as above, the quadratic extension field K=F((-g(X))1'2) does not satisfy WHP. Note: K/F is a function field of genus zero.
